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What does it mean? 

BlueWinston.com is a web service which primarily enables creation and easy administration of 
product- and group-oriented campaigns using Google AdWords services in order to create ads 
and key words for the products in your online shop. BlueWinston.com is your personal AdWords 
manager that makes ads for all or only selected products automatically. It doesn't matter 
whether you offer five or five thousand products in your online shop. BlueWinston.com will 
send the ads to your Google AdWords account from where they will be displayed to your 
customers in the form of sponsored and targeted advertisement links in Google Search Results. 

1. Why do we focus on Product campaigns? 

The advantage of working with long-tail key words (for example, Salomon Kalalau Leather Man) 
lies in the fact, that a customer enters such expression to Google Search only after he/she has 
decided to buy a particular product, type, colour or even size. In average, product-oriented 
campaigns have 3-7% conversion rate. In some cases, we have registered 17% conversion rate! 
In terms of long-tail key words, competition is much more lower, because the expression is 
often very specific and that's why the costs for advertising are lower. 
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The displayed advertisement link created by BlueWinston.com does not only lead customers to 
your website, as in case of regular advertisement links, but it also leads them directly to the 
desired product. Customers can buy an item immediately, which reduces the risk of customers 
leaving without placing an order. 

BlueWinston.com is a special tool that is able to make specific and unique product-oriented 
campaigns in your online shop in one click! For better optimization in the future, each product 
within the campaign is presented as a single Ad group!  

  ads and key words for thousands of products in one second, 
  update of availability and product prices every 4 hours, 
  if you start selling a new product, BlueWinston.com creates a new ad automatically, 
  whenever you stop selling some product, BlueWinston.com pauses the advertising! 
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BlueWinston.com can create key words using TAG combinations or with help of the tool for 
shortening of product names (TRUNCATION). This function was developed due to a common 
effect of so-called "Low Search Volume" (especially with long-tail key words). The system has 
security rules which prevent unique key words from being shortened too much. It also has a 
special function of activating key words called "Per Partes" which firstly advertises the long-tail 
forms and only if the long-tail forms have "Low Search Volume" it proceeds to activate shorter 
forms. 
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2. Unique system for creation of Product group campaigns 

Product group advertising includes ads displayed in Google Search which are leading to Product 
groups directed at full-text search results in the concrete online shop. These ads are being 
displayed only to potential customers who have been looking for a certain product, but they 
didn't know the exact model. The goal of this kind of advertising is to create unique key words 
with ads and aim at smaller group of customers which will consequently lead them to results of 
full-text search in your online shop.  
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Let's imagine that we have 4 almost identical products... 

The root of the product name is “Converse Chuck Taylor ALL STAR” + each product has its attribute 
/ model / type (highlighted in red frames).  

Root - basic brand name is exactly what a customer knows! 

What he/she doesn't know is the concrete model/type and that's why he/she is looking for an 
online shop on Google where he/she could buy those trainers. Like this: A customer opens Google 
and enters "converse chuck taylor all star".  
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Our application creates special Group ads and key words 

Thanks to www.BlueWinston.com we can create so-called Product group key words and ads for 
groups of products which will lead directly to the results of the full-text search in your online 
shop. A client will find what he/she was looking for and choose from available models right at 
your online shop!  
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20 + 1 reasons why you should use BlueWinston.com service for 
creation, optimization and retargeting of product campaigns in 
Google AdWords  

1. Creating a product campaign with no limit  
YES. Only BlueWinston.com is not limiting you in creating product targeted campaigns 
whether you have e-shop with 100 products or multi-store with more than 200.000 
items. We treat every client equally and provide him or her full functionality without 
increasing a monthly service charge.  

2. As much as 70% of decision to use a software is influenced by price  
Our price is not dumping but reasonable for similar type of service. Forget about 
spending 100s or even 1000s of euros monthly for something that could be available for 
1/10 of the price! We offer you 50% - 80% lower price of the same service than 
competing company! Look at our pricing plan: www.bluewinston.com/#pricing   

3. We are behind creating not reporting  
Only BlueWinston tries to focus explicitly on creation, optimization and retargeting of 
product campaigns. We don't waste our time dealing with report systems or any other 
support software that are unnecessary and the market is full of them because the report 
system would be useless without properly created campaign!  

4. Product targeted campaigns in Google Search  
Our service allows you to create product targeted campaigns on groups or categories of 
products from your e-shop in 10 minutes. The only thing you need is a source URL of 
your XML product feed.  
 
  

5. Product group campaigns in Google Search  
Our company brings you an innovation in creating product-group campaigns as the only 
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one in the world! We are looking for connection between products and product names at 
your e- shop and create product group campaigns that aren't connected with only one 
product, but with group of products - respectively with fulltext search results at your e-
shop. The only condition is searching via GET function. If your websites use POST 
function for display of search results, don't be sad =) It makes just few modifications in 
code and you would be able to receive even URL via GET function, for example in form: 
www.vasobchod.sk/? search=search_term  

6. Retargeting product campaigns in Google Search  
You have a unique opportunity to create unlimited amount of retargeting campaigns in 
Google search results using BlueWinston. There are two main options to create the 
retargeting campaign: A) completely new campaign can be created as a standard 
product campaign but focused on specific group of people, or you can create B) 
retargeting campaign on currently existing and operating product campaign, where you 
can monitor only those keywords which have function you require, for example: 
sufficient amount of conversions, displays or % CTR.  

7. Dynamic Display Ads alias Dynamic product retargeting in Google Display  
To satisfy your current needs as our e-commerce customers, we implemented an 
option of creating dynamic retargeting campaigns in Google Display. Using our tool you 
can provide remake of your classic XML feed for the needs of Business data feed 
(custom) that updates every 4 hour to Shared library > Business data. You can 
consequently use such generated data feed to create Dynamic retargeting directly in 
Google AdWords account.  

8. Conversion codes for Dynamic Display Ads  
In BlueWinston section called "Conversion code" you can find generated special 
conversion codes that need to be deployed on the websites of your e-shop to allow 
Google AdWords select data about customers that are put into audiences necessary for 
Dynamic retargeting in Google AdWords account.  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9. Creating keywords by using TAG combinations  

It is a "classic" way often applied by any competing software as a way to create 
keywords for product campaigns. It involves using tags and their data mentioned in the 
product XML feed and development of different rules how to create keywords for 
particular products. You can combine tags and also add prefixes or suffixes. A change of 
keyword match type, limitations for particular words or exclusions are obvious.  

10. Unique creation of keywords by abbreviating product names  
This unique function makes BlueWinston what it is! A specific method how to get new 
and unique keywords automatically based on pre-prepared and editable rules using 
truncating the name of product. This way you can often avoid a situation called "Low 
Search Volume", when Google won't play the advert for specific keyword because of high 
specificity and low level of searching for the last monitored period. This could also help 
you get unique ideas for new keywords for product groups campaigns which will be 
mentioned later.  

11. Support of the most common data format - XML data feed  
We are not dealing with API connections, plug-ins or modules for implementation to 
CMS solutions or similar "innovations" that only distract attention from creating 
campaigns and high-level software. You just need to enter URL of your XML feed and 
product parsing for creating campaign could begin.  

12. Product filtration and campaign defining on a high level  
Thanks to matching tags from your XML feed while creating campaign in BlueWinston UI 
you can easily and quickly select only those products or groups of products you want to 
use for creating campaign in Google Search.  

13. Location and language defining  
Location and language defining is obvious within the creation of campaign.  
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14. Interactive tools for creating advertising texts (Ads builder)  

Thanks to interactive tool for creating campaign ads it will never happen to you again 
that some products or advertising groups (AdGroups) wouldn't have at least one fully 
operational advert. This alternative creator constantly indicates amount of included 
products which will be promoted by particular advert and amount of additional functions 
in folder (Options) which provides you 100% success.  

15. Artificial intelligence as a tool for optimization of keyword price offer  
"Enhanced unique BlueWinston PPC" is chosen as a default type of price bidding 
strategy type which works with artificial intelligence developed in our company 
Winston bros Ltd. Artificial intelligence follows hundreds of parameters and historic data 
from the last 90 days for every keyword and dynamically modifies maxBid Limit every 4 
hour for chosen keywords with the aim of reaching the lowest price for 1 conversion.  

16. maxCPA as a variable we consider a "divine variable"  
Every marketer and mainly PPC specialist for product campaigns knows that the basic 
rule is to get the lowest maxCPA value! However maxCPA has got some threshold that 
should not be exceeded in order to get really effective PPC campaign. Our system will 
help you dynamically calculate and monitor maxCPA of every product or every keyword 
particularly. You need to know at least approximate margin percentage of products 
appearing in chosen campaign. You can of course define maxCPA as a constant in euro or 
in another currency!  

17. Conversion monitoring completely different  
So called assisted conversions represent very high percentage of all purchases in today 
world. There is a moment, when customer after entering the website of e-shop or 
specific product doesn't buy anything and leave the page, but monitors other competing 
companies, price development or other benefits which could be obtained. However it 
doesn't mean the customer will not come back to shop, maybe to buy completely 
different product, because he or she already knows your e-shop... That is the reason why 
we spend so much time dealing with assisted conversions and why we give them higher 
importance than another software!  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18. Set up a script and "leave" it like that  

There is a set of automatic scripts and we continue to add new functionalities to it. 
Nowadays you can choose scripts excluding keywords which had too many clicks, too 
little conversions or bad CTR. Or you can also choose scripts for automatic creating of 
keywords from the search terms, bounce rate scripts or scripts for deleting 
inappropriate search terms.  

19. Synchronization every 4 hours  
It is a standard for competing companies to synchronize products, their prices in 
advertisement and the campaign itself once a day. Our standard is 6 times more 
frequent synchronization, what means synchronization every 4 hours.  

20. Say what you need and we will implement it  
As one of the few companies in the world we focus mainly on UX and opinions of our 
clients. Our main aim is to create tool for you that will meet your requests and 
comments. Do not hesitate to send us your requirements for improvement and new 
functionalities. Your request would likely be heard =)  

+ 1 reason - Agency services from Winston bros Ltd  

Do you have any problem with the creation of campaigns? Don't you have enough time or 
people who would deal with creating and managing of product campaigns using BlueWinston 
tool? Contact us and we will create a campaign for you from 10€/piece and optimize and deliver 
you monthly management from 99€/month.  

tel.: +421 903 434 587 
email: agency@bluewinston.com 
web: www.bluewinston.com/#pricing 
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